In the first quarter, despite a strong wind advantage, the engineers couldn't get started. UConn set the pace of the game with their style of overcrowding the ball side of the field and working a short passing game, carrying rather than passing the ball from side to side. This payed off when at 11:34 of the period, the UConn right wing Fedus got a short cross which he placed past Tech goalie Tom Alden '72. Working with some good clearings passes from fullbacks Al Levin '71 and Lew Jester '72 and with some good halfback play, the booters took some of the offensive, but with pass after pass into the penalty area, only 4 shots were managed on goal.

The second period saw a pick-up of the action with the Techmen working the ball well against the wind but again missing on some good scoring opportunities. About 8 minutes into the period, UConn used the wind advantage and came back hard. At the 9:53 mark, they scored the Tech defense for a score, and again scored at the 15:33 mark.

Mr. C. D. Peterson, one of the co-captains, playing his last game for MIT, stole a ball from the UConn left half-back and blasted a first 50-footer past the visitors' goalie. But despite this impetus, the Techmen missed several easy goal chances. UConn scored 7 at the seconds of the final period to end the scoring at 4-1.